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Anti-colonial connectivity between Islamicate movements in
the Middle East and South Asia: the Muslim Brotherhood and
Jamati Islam
Jasmine K. Gani

School of International Relations, University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK

ABSTRACT
With almost every part of the Muslim world having suffered from
European colonisation, the roles and relations of Islamicate
movements in anti-colonial history cannot be ignored. And yet,
despite intellectual overlaps, mutual opposition to British
colonialism, and a shared spiritual worldview, little has been
written within postcolonial studies on the historical relationship
between the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and Jamati Islam in
South Asia. I explore the link between both movements as an
example of anti-colonial connectivity that transcended territory.
Though disconnected by geography and language, both groups
were nevertheless tied by the deep connection of a shared belief
system and the common experience of British imperialism. In
particular, I argue their theology was not incidental but
fundamental to both their anti-colonialism and their connectivity.
I consider how that connectivity and solidarity evolved through
time and shifting locations, reflecting the rich inheritance not just
of post-colonies, but also of diasporic communities in the
imperial metropole, inhabiting liminal spaces of unbelonging who
often found community via these transnational movements. The
purpose of the article is a recovery of history and a recognition of
(at times overlooked) anti-colonial struggles and solidarities that
do not fit neatly within disciplinary postcolonial norms.
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Introduction: anti-colonial connectivity via spiritual hinterlands

How did anti-colonial activity transcend the nation-state, and what function did and
does that serve for anti-colonial movements and postcolonial thought? Second, what is
the substance of that connectivity, if not material and embodied, and how is it retained?
Finally, how does that connectivity and solidarity evolve through time and location?

In exploring these questions, this article seeks to contribute to a subversive anti-colo-
nial archive. That is, to reinstate narratives that have been side-lined or forgotten (par-
ticularly in secular narratives of anti-colonialism1); and to remember the rich inheritance
not just of societies in former colonies but also of diasporic communities who inhabit a
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liminal space of unbelonging – detached in different ways from both their ancestral
homelands and current, colonial, metropolitan homes. This is a reminder of non-hege-
monic history, i.e. History ‘from below’2 or from the epistemic margins3 – not only the
margins of mainstream IR but also of secular postcolonial studies. Additionally, this
article is a recognition of the vibrant and messy ways in which anti-colonial struggles
and solidarities constitute (and are constituted by) global and local processes. Indeed,
any archival exercise requires an avoidance of romanticization of their struggles or inde-
pendence from the metropole.

I focus on two Islamic anti-colonial movements and their key intellectuals: the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt founded by Hasan Al-Banna, and Jamati Islam in India (later par-
titioned into India, West Pakistan, and East Pakistan - later Bangladesh) founded by Syed
Abul Ala Mawdudi. Both groups were disconnected by territory, language, and even
culture, but nevertheless, were tied by a deep connection of a shared belief system and
spiritual worldview. Yes, they had a common enemy in the British empire, but their ‘con-
nectivity’ was at times even more pronounced when juxtaposed with (secular) anti-colo-
nial rivals. Their religiosity was not incidental but fundamental to both their anti-
colonialism and their connectivity. Moreover, as the article will show, anti-colonial
movements have their own politics amongst themselves, and cannot be characterized
as homogenous; a part of recognizing their history and agency is to recognize their diver-
gences and fractures. The importance of that discord, and the way it has shaped postco-
lonial societies, needs to be embraced rather than be minimized. Meanwhile collapsing
the differences and portraying the anti-colonial movements of the twentieth century as
ideologically uniform risks imposing a hegemony on the history of anti-colonialism.

In attempting to situate this article within theoretical discourse, a few scholarly pro-
jects stand out as relevant. Firstly, a growing body of Anglophone work is now engaging
with the anti-colonialism from the broadly defined ‘Muslim world’ not merely as a
subject of historical observation, but as a source of ideas.4 This scholarship is concerned
with the history, activities, and ideas that draw from Islamic concepts and involve
Muslim communities, without seeking to make claims about Islam itself – the distinction
is often maintained by using the term ‘Islamicate’ rather than ‘Islamic’ to reference this
scrutiny on both ideas and communities. While there are clear and acknowledged over-
laps, the subjects of Islamicate scholarship receive less attention within post- and deco-
lonial scholarship, particularly in relation to postcolonial scholarship on the Middle East
which predominantly focuses on secular anti-colonial movements.5 Secondly, to situate
the Islamicate in Anglophone postcolonial or International Relations scholarship, it is
helpful to draw upon the concept of ‘deep connection’ that works beyond or in addition
to territoriality.6 Recognizing that material connectivity is not commensurable with a
‘rich relationality’ that transcends the material, Shilliam asks what are the cosmologies,
the projects of self-determination, techniques of relating and the stories that buttress
other forms of relationality that typically receive less attention in International Relations?
What exists between two peoples who are geographically, territorially, separated, but
nevertheless share a deep anti-colonial connectivity?7

If we take the non-territorial, non-material relationality as our starting point, we can
then consider the substance of the non-material. Here Shilliam also explains regarding
decolonial science: ‘Its greatest challenge is to bind back together the manifest and spiri-
tual domains. For in the latter domain there exist hinterlands that were never colonized
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by Cook and Columbus, and therein lie the supports of a global infrastructure of anti-
colonial connectivity.’8 Of course this primarily applies to marooned or Indigenous com-
munities who, via a physical removal, were able to develop degrees of autonomy outwith
colonial exploits. But I want to also read this deep relation in a more intangible way, as
the spiritual realm - it is there that I situate this article, to explain the
primary connectivity between Islamicate movements in the Middle East and South
Asia. Certainly, the ‘colonial intrusion’ is not irrelevant, but crucially it is not the only
or even primary foundation of this deep connection either. This ‘spiritual hinterland’9

is oftentimes deemed strange, even dismissed by colonial forces for its ‘backwardness’,
and this arguably acts as one of the greatest strength of these anti-colonial movements,
initially unmonitored, and thus free to expand and provide an unfettered ‘energy store
for anti-colonial self-determination’.10 Focusing on pre-existing deep relations supplied
by a shared faith – in this case the concept of the Muslim Ummah – can help to break
over-reliance on the colonizer as the intermediary of relationality, communication,
and motivation. This does not negate the fact, as Sajed rightly argues, that ‘[t]he idea
and experience of colonial difference is… inextricable from an awareness of one’s pos-
ition within a global racial hierarchy’11 and necessarily is a part of the consciousness
that spearheads transnational mobilization. Excavating deep connections does not elim-
inate that consciousness or belittle that material reality, but it does mean that a world
beyond that colonial difference is imaginable, and moreover facilitates a connectivity
that may outlast colonialism. Related ways of thinking about this concept, such as ‘side-
ways connectivity’,12 or transnational solidarities13 as an alternative to ‘methodological
nationalism’14 collectively offer a framework of global, non-territorial, solidarities that
are not (necessarily) dependent on colonialism and colonial frameworks to connect
them, especially where in some cases, those solidarities precede the colonial timeframe.
Thus, specifically when considering the ‘Muslim world’, use of the term ‘Islamicate’ or
‘Ummah’15 become meaningful ways to understand a more comprehensive connectivity
within which anti-colonialism sits alongside other shared practices and aspirations. All
such works are not merely focused on empirical examples of third world struggles for
political autonomy; more than that, they are implicitly claiming methodological auton-
omy in the way one conducts history, or social enquiry, to avoid a narrative that limits
the agency of colonized people, or one that suggests an inescapable dependency on
their colonizers even in one’s methods of history.

It is worth briefly contrasting this with the work of Cemil Aydin.16 Aydin’s argument
is ‘post-colonial’ in that he gives substantial credit for transnational solidarities and non-
national imaginaries to the colonial encounter, which in turn produced reactions in the
global South to intellectual provocations from the west. This approach certainly has
much merit when seeking to understand the anti-colonial timing of Islamicate projects
in the Middle East and South Asia. But the role of the west as provocateur has already
been extensively explored in postcolonial and Middle East histories.17 The ideas that
existed before, alongside, developed concurrently, and beyond the role of the west is
therefore of greater concern to me here. While there are other transregional/continental
Islamicate connections one could explore, I focus here on the relationship between Arab
and South Asian Islamicate movements, disrupting the regionalization imposed on these
communities, and their compartmentalization according to an ‘Area Studies’ formula.
The article also highlights the messy nature of anti-colonial politics which produces
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motivations and solidarities that stem from rivalries within the anti-colonial spectrum,
once again not always motivated by the colonizer. And finally, the article will consider
how anti-colonial solidarities and deep connections evolve and manifest when the
relationship moves beyond an ideational and imagined one, to embodied encounters
and shared spaces. Even if deep connections can also falter via the powerful pull of racia-
lized and classed hierarchies, they nevertheless offer a potent site of creativity and energy
between communities in their resistance to colonialism, racism, and indignity.

Al-Banna and Mawdudi: Islamicate thinkers in British colonies

How does one define anti-colonial connectivity? Should this be measured by direct com-
munication, or connectivity in terms of ideological affiliations, or the shared target of
their anti-colonialism, or merely in their concurrent timings and overlapping ideas?
All the above can be applied to understand the connection between the two cases
explored in this article: Al-Ikhwan al-Muslimoon (the Muslim Brotherhood) in Egypt
founded by Hasan Al-Banna in 1928, and Jamati Islam (the Group of Islam) founded
by Sayyid Abul Ala Mawdudi in India in 1941, six years before independence and
seven years before partition in 1948. Despite the geographical distance, different
languages and different cultures between the two areas, three significant features con-
nected these two movements: they both emerged under British colonial rule; they were
both connected by Islam (and, it should be noted, quite a particular approach to the
application of Islam); and they both drew upon their faith to oppose and instigate resist-
ance against British colonial rule, but also to call for a Tajdeed, or revivalism, that went
beyond an opposition to the British. Tajdeed in particular, and the way in which the
existence of both movements nourished this concept in the imagination of the other,
was a core ideational substance of connectivity between the movements.18

Before exploring the ideas within this ‘deep relation’, it is worth observing a number of
similarities in the personal histories and local contexts of the two primary figures of the
movements, who in contrasting ways acted as conduits of shared Islamicate ideas. Both
Al-Banna and Mawdudi were born in the same year in 1903, a significant point which I
shall come to later; both eschewed the path of formal religious scholarship but embarked
on a rigorous process of personal learning of their religion; both believed in taking their
message of religious reform and anti-colonialism to the wider public beyond the confines
of the mosque or educational establishments; and both categorically opposed the separ-
ation between politics and faith in their resistance. However, one key difference can be
identified between the two thinkers: records of their ideas vary based on the extent to
which they personally did or did not commit their thoughts and vision to writing.

Hasan Al-Banna acknowledged that he could have written more, but deliberately
sacrificed that platform of engagement in favour of his day job as a school-teacher,
and, in whatever free time remained, constant travel between Egypt’s cities, towns and
villages to share his vision via public lectures, one-to-one meetings and close gatherings.
When asked why he did not write more, Al-Banna was reported to have replied ‘I write
men instead’,19 meaning he saw his primary goal in nurturing, teaching, and mobilizing
through personal communication, and not via the written word. In that sense, the
oral testimonials and memories of those who personally met Al-Banna, or were mentored
by those who had, become particularly important for historical record. It also explains
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why Al-Banna’s influence as an anti-colonial figure is recognized and asserted far more
within Muslim, including diasporic, communities who received histories of the Ummah
through familial, community, and seminary narrations, in comparison to his relatively
minimal acknowledgement in postcolonial academic texts. Some transcripts of his
speeches do exist, notably those delivered at significant mu’tamars (annual conferences),
while his memoirs offer crucial insight into his personality, ideology, faith, and methods.
I have also gleaned further insight from the UK foreign office archives (particularly the
extensive files and documents on the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty from 1935 to 1948) which
can be used to supplement Al-Banna’s historical narratives, though from the British per-
spective.20 While on their own the state archives contain many gaps because they elide
much of the Brotherhood’s activism by submerging it within the umbrella term ‘nation-
alist movement’, they can offer useful corroboration and comparisons of different narra-
tions of events. Nevertheless, bringing the ‘bottom-up’ history of the Muslim
Brotherhood into formal historical narrations remains a challenge.

Mawdudi on the other hand, being a journalist, constantly wrote, and via his volumi-
nous collection of articles and books left behind plenty of detailed insight into his ideas
(both religious and anti-colonial) and his strategic thinking. Moreover, Mawdudi’s acti-
vism spans a longer period of time (since he lived longer than Al-Banna who was assassi-
nated in 1949 by suspected government forces), and as such the evolution of those ideas
and a greater effort to convene them in a more strategic form is evident. Al-Banna
engaged with large public audiences through his speeches, while Mawdudi engaged with
a vast readership of the newspaper, Al-Jamiah (and likely, therefore, appealing more to
an educated class). Given Mawdudi’s greater longevity in the public sphere in comparison
to Al-Banna, his activism and ideas also overlap with the later, far more revolutionary and
contentious thinker in the Muslim Brotherhood, Sayyid Qutb. In a sense, therefore, Maw-
dudi’s writings helped to give strategic form to Al-Banna’s underdeveloped ideas, which,
given they were in written form and could thus travel across geographies, were then
picked up by Qutb whose intellectual background as a literary critic made him far more
cognizant of parallel Islamicate movements (and their writings) abroad.

Given the time span of the movements in question, in which their activism continued
years after decolonization in both Egypt and India, one must ask whether they were
indeed anti-colonial movements or just Islamic opposition movements – first against
the British, but later against their local governments? Moreover, was there a concrete
connection between their movements, or was their concurrence coincidental? In
answer to the first question, they were Islamic movements first and foremost, but it
was their interpretation of the obligations of Islam and the primacy of justice in Islam
that made them necessarily anti-colonial (more of which I shall discuss below). Their
anti-colonialism was situated within their interpretations of Islam. This should present
questions for those of us conducting postcolonial historical enquiry as to who and
what we define as anti-colonial, who gets to do the defining, and who or what we over-
look because they have multiple objectives and ideologies. As for the second question on
the concurrence of the groups: while shared ideas might not necessarily demonstrate
connectivity and certainly do not entail collaboration, there is a clear fluidity of ideas
between the key thinkers of these movements that as mentioned was encouraged via
the spirit of tajdeed. It was this concept, and not just Islam on its own, nor only coloni-
alism, that provided the deep relation between the groups.
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Synergy of ideas

The above section suggests a connectivity was possible and likely between the intellec-
tual drivers of the two movements by dint of their timing and shared experiences
under British colonization. This likelihood is strengthened by the fact the two thinkers’
shared similar ideas that infused anti-colonialism with Islam. It is clear that during the
remnants of British colonialism in Egypt and India in the first half of the twentieth
century, both Al-Banna and Mawdudi were motivated by disgust and anger at the
injustices that colonialism wrought on their societies. In particular, the theme to
emerge was a revulsion against the enslavement of the native people – not just of
their bodies but of their souls. By interpreting colonialism as enslavement, faith was
necessarily implicated, and the possibility of separating politics and the material
from Islam in any anti-colonial struggle became unthinkable for both Al-Banna and
Mawdudi. This connection between colonial enslavement and spiritual jeopardy was
reflected in both Al-Banna’s and Mawdudi’s speeches and writings. This can only
make sense when one understands that Islam, and its declaration of faith (‘la ilaha ill-
allah’), means (linguistically and in conceptual essence) submission to God; a sub-
mission moreover, that Muslims deem emancipatory from all other forms of
bondage. Thus, physical and mental enslavement by colonial forces was understood
as an attack on the primary submission to God, while territorial and political coloni-
zation was deemed a violation of the autonomy and sovereignty acquired via sub-
mission to God.

Thus, upon arriving in Ismailiyya for his first teaching post in 1927 Al-Banna increas-
ingly spent time among the local labourers, listening to their grievances and offering reli-
gious lectures to inspire them in their malaise. After describing the British cantonment in
Ismailiyya, the luxuries afforded to the colonial officers, and the degradation of Egyptian
labourers just opposite the colony, Al-Banna went on to narrate the words of some of
these labourers: ‘We have heard your speech, pondered over it with heart and soul…
but we do not know what to do practically. We are disgusted with the present way of
life. This is the life of captivity and disgrace.’21 Al-Banna argued that the enslavement
by the colonizers was not merely a product of physical subjugation and dispossession
but an accumulation of British colonial attacks on Islam. Islam, along with native cultures
and histories, produced a certainty of identity, history, self-knowledge, and indepen-
dence; breaking down the attachment to such affirmations was a crucial part of a
colonial campaign to instil an inferiority complex22 and an oppressive relationality
that forced the colonized people to look up to cultures and ideologies they could seek
to imitate but never fully embody. These oppressive and alien attachments were ident-
ified by Al-Banna as false gods; and thus, at the heart of his anti-colonialism was a call
to return to the authenticity of faith and reattachment to God. For Al-Banna, therefore,
spiritual reawakening was thus equated to and indeed necessary for anti-colonial resist-
ance. It was these meetings with the Egyptian labourers in Ismailiyya, their impoverished
circumstances, and their complaints against the British, that inspired Al-Banna to set up
the Muslim Brotherhood.

Mawdudi similarly was inspired by faith as a resistance to spiritual enslavement. Spiri-
tual enslavement, he argued was more toxic and humiliating than physical
enslavement where at least one’s mind might be autonomous, and was the enduring
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legacy of colonialism even after independence.23 He devoted significant parts of his
writing to labouring the importance of Tawheed, or the Oneness of God. Given he
was speaking often to Muslim audiences who already believed in Tawheed, this only
makes sense in the context of a perceived challenge to Tawheed posed by colonialism
and what he described as the danger of becoming a ‘mental slave of atheism’.24 He
saw the British as directly interested in and implicated in the degradation of Islam and
native ways of life in India stating that such mental enslavement ‘encourages the stronger
to suppress the weaker, while externally it favours the rise of nationalism, imperialism,
colonial opportunism and greed to grab the weaker nations’.25 Accompanying this
shared belief was the mobilization of the role of jihad as a personal and communal
struggle for independence.

While these beliefs, of Tawheed, spiritual and physical emancipation, and struggle
were mobilized against colonial forces, they of course preceded colonization, and
therein lay the potency of Al-Banna’s and Mawdudi’s ideas – through their double
claims to both modernity and authenticity. For Mawdudi and Al-Banna, the theological
injunction for struggle was not only awakened and triggered by the need to resist ‘god-
lessness’ imposed by the British. In fact, they found justification and precedence in
Islamic theology and pre-colonial Islamic history, drawing upo the examples of promi-
nent religious leaders and scholars, such as Hussein bin Ali, Abu Hammad Al-Ghazali,
Ibn Taymiyyah, Ibn qayyim, Ahmad bin Hanbal, Rabiyah Adawiyah, and Hasan al
Basri, to name some, who challenged Muslim rulers via the religious injunction to
provide Nasiha (advice to authority) and engage in Muhaasabah (holding others or
oneself to account), often forfeiting their own lives or freedom in the process. Thus,
despite the fact the two Islamicate movements were separated by territory, they, as
with other Islamicate groups, considered themselves as part of a shared lineage of
seeking justice that they considered to be rooted in Islamic history.

Additionally, and in marked difference to other contemporary Muslim intellectuals,
and particularly in divergence from some of the sufi ulema that they in fact looked up
to, Al-Banna and Mawdudi both advocated the totality of religion – one of the most con-
troversial aspects of their ideology, and the primary facet that made their ideas most sus-
ceptible to ‘radicalism’. For example, Mawdudi called for primacy to be given to faith in
one’s personal as well as one’s political life, and for God’s sovereignty to be reasserted in
the moral, political and economic aspects of people’s lives. Al-Banna similarly placed
totality as the first principle of understanding in his Arkan Al-Bai’ah (pillars of the
pledge of loyalty that all members had to affirm). This ‘totality’ or comprehensiveness
(shumuliyya) argued that their faith could account for all areas of life. While this is
often acknowledged by scholars of Islamism as a symbol of the two groups’ radicalism,
it is not historicized sufficiently by both opponents or advocates of Islamism. What is
often overlooked is the way in which both thinkers believed a totalizing approach to
faith was necessary to mirror and counter the totalizing and encroaching impact of colo-
nialism.26 Colonial promotion of the compartmentalization and ‘mosquification’ of reli-
gion, under the guise of progress and secularism, was viewed with suspicion and in fact
taken as emphatic evidence of Islam’s threat to colonialism and its power of resistance;
thus both Al-Banna and Mawdudi sought to harness that power in their anti-colonialism
and to restore it to both private and public life in defiance of British (and their native
colluders’) control.
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In relation to their advocacy of Tawheed, both Mawdudi and Al-Banna posed chal-
lenges to local Muslim rulers, ulema, and their own communities, who they felt had stag-
nated in their interpretation of Islam, in their morality, and in their intellectual progress
– notably they saw all three elements as being intertwined. This meant they challenged or
were at times opposed by (to differing degrees) sufi (esoteric) and tablighi (apolitical
focus on preaching) interpretations and practice that were sometimes seen as politically
passive, and at risk of becoming inadvertent enablers of oppression.27 Mawdudi and Al-
Banna also differed from those Islamic scholars who operated a rejectionist model, in that
they both refuted and challenged ‘westernisation’ but also accepted the notion of internal
regional and political decline that needed to be tackled. Thus, they called for a ‘social
order based not on modernist acculturation but on a “self sufficient Islamic alterna-
tive”’.28 As a result, both advocated the use of ijtihad and qiyas (application and
context) in their practice and usage of Islam, rather than a literalist interpretation, to
restore the relevance of religious scriptures. This methodology in Islamic jurisprudence
opened the door for Al-Banna and Mawdudi’s revivalist movements to provide intellec-
tual and political responses to colonialism that challenged what seemed like disconnected
religious pronouncements made by the institutional ulema. While these approaches to
Islam, and the harnessing of religion as a political force may seem familiar today, they
were initially considered as revolutionary and even dangerous interpretations by some
religious establishments in Egypt and India at the time.29 The revolutionary nature of
their approaches in their local contexts of course highlight the significance of the intel-
lectual connectivity between the two movements via their religious interpretations and
their political applications. But it also highlights the shared religious backgrounds and
societal traits between their two separate territorial locations, backgrounds that were
important common factors in stimulating Al-Banna’s and Mawdudi’s responses in the
first place. This acts as a reminder that long before colonialism, transnational and trans-
continental religious connectivity already existed and was materially nourished by the
Hajj, historical trade routes, and educational establishments (the latter two were often
found to be mapped onto pilgrimage routes).

Another historical development that fostered and enabled greater connectivity
between the two movements, was the growing familiarity with and teaching of particular
schools of thought in jurisprudence and knowledge interpretation within the global
Muslim scholarly community. The rise of qiyas, greater emphasis on ijtihad, and
maqasid in the early twentieth century30 clearly shaped Mawdudi’s and Al-Banna’s
capacities to not just draw Islam into their political thought but to centre it. In terms
of personal background, Lerman argues their lack of traditional religious education
(i.e. via a dar-ul Uloom) enabled Mawdudi and Al-Banna to reach out to the ’everyday
person’, and meant their religious sermons and arguments were more accessible than
those of the traditional Ulema.31 While there is certainly truth in this, I would argue it
is just as significant that both Mawdudi and Al-Banna still had a rigorous religious edu-
cation – both were hafiz, i.e. they had memorized the Qur’an in its entirety; and both
were well versed in hadith (recorded sayings and actions of the Prophet Muhammad)
and fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence). Mawdudi in fact did attend a dar-ul Uloom as a
child, and later gained certificates and diplomas in Islamic education, though he
refused the title of Alim for himself. This meant they were also respected by the
Ulema (a point Al-Banna conveyed in his memoirs when recalling his cordial discussions
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with the Ulema, which nevertheless did not always lead to agreement). They were
thus able to bridge the disconnect between the wider public and the religious establish-
ments. This dynamic enabled both Mawdudi and Al-Banna to be critical and to step
outside familiar frameworks to apply religion to the state and colonial oppressions; at
the same time it enabled them to assert their authenticity and links to those parts of
their people’s heritage, identity, and history that were associated with Islam.

As such, their anti-colonialism also diverged from secular anti-colonialists in not just
some of their motives but also methods. This is not to say there are no overlaps between
Muslim and their fellow non-Muslim or secular anti-colonialists – there were many, and
they collaborated or shared spaces in periods of anti-colonial momentum. But the precise
religious motivations and justifications used to give substance to their (Al-Banna and
Mawdudi’s) anti-colonial thought were not shared by some of their better known or cele-
brated secular anti-colonial counterparts. What this discussion demonstrates is that
sharing the same faith, is, on its own, insufficient an explanation for the anti-colonial
connectivity between the movements of the Arab world and South Asia, given the fact
there were many Muslim thinkers, revolutionaries and ‘laypeople’ who differed in
their interpretations of Islam, or differed in their views on methodologies or solutions;
moreover, there were many secular or indeed non-Muslim anti-colonialists who drew
upon Islamic history and culture in their narratives of resistance. Rather, what is of
note here is the fact that understanding anti-colonial connectivity between different
parts of the Muslim world cannot overlook the importance of common faith, and not
merely as a shared aspect of identity. In these cases, there was important ideational sub-
stance in that shared faith (and shared interpretations) that shaped motivations, readings
of the political landscape, interaction with followers and sympathizers, and method-
ologies. Bypassing this factor limits explanations of solidarities between colonized
Muslim communities. However, for a nuanced and historicized understanding of that
relationality, it is necessary to explore the material conditions and junctures that inter-
spersed and combined with the spiritual, ideational connections. A more comprehensive
reading of the connectivity between these two anti-colonial movements would enable us
to better acknowledge and situate the role of faith within the relationship beyond binary
explanations.

Connectivity in tactics and rivals

Thus far I have sought to demonstrate the ‘sideways connectivity’ between the Muslim
Brotherhood and Jamati Islam that was predicated on shared belonging to a Muslim
Ummah – a belonging that both preceded colonialism and produced internal dialogues,
concerns, disputes, and rationales that shaped their responses to colonialism rather than
the other way round. But in this section, I give more attention to material and political
conditions that forged a closer relationality between the two movements. In doing so, the
first and most obvious direction to turn to would be the pervasive impact of European, in
this case British colonialism in both Egypt and India. Cemil Aydin’s work adopts this
approach in which western colonialism is posited as the facilitator for the exchange of
ideas and imaginations between the colonies. Of course it is true both Al-Banna and
Mawdudi were part of the same empire, subjected to similar ideological, educational
and bureaucratic impositions. Not only that, both were located in two of Britain’s
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colonial priorities – Egypt constituted its foremost territory in the Middle East, while
India was the ‘jewel in the crown’ for British imperialism in Asia. Britain’s persistence
in holding on to Egypt lay in the Suez Canal’s importance as an access route to India
– this not only connected the two colonies via material goods, but also via the movement
of labour, and subsequently facilitated the mobility of their anti-colonial grievances.
Another important point to note is the class factor – arguably, Al-Banna and
Mawdudi would not have demonstrated such connectivity if they did not both hail
from the same economic class, with sufficient exposure to colonial ideas via their
urban centres and access to similar educations. Timing mattered too – they were of
the same age, witnessing epochal events in both of their regions. For example, the abol-
ition of the Caliphate in 1924 directly led to the establishment of the Muslim Brother-
hood four years later; and while it ended the Khilafah movement in India led to the
subsequent forming of the Muslim League in 1924. Furthermore, both the establishment
of Israel and Indian Partition occurred in 1948, both attributed to the role of the British,
and both events contributing to the two movements’ increased antagonism towards colo-
nialism in their respective regions.

A chief imperative for colonizing the Suez canal was to maintain Britain’s vital trade
routes with India, producing a very material and commercial connection between the
two colonies. But this connection did not disappear after decolonization. To make up
for the absence of the territorial conduit of ideas, it was the mutual awareness and knowl-
edge that both Egypt and India were colonized by Britain, and both seen as cornerstones
of empire, that reinforced an existing identity of Ummah. As Aydin32 and Salman
Sayyid33 both argue, whichever way we look at it, Britain’s role cannot be minimized
in the nurturing of anti-colonial imaginaries and affinity – this demonstrates the need
to tread with caution, that we do not romanticize anti-colonial connectivity by overlook-
ing or removing the colonial centre as the possible intersection between the movements
in question. As Edward Said points out, by 1914, Europe held roughly 85% of the earth as
‘colonies, protectorates, dependencies, dominions and commonwealths’34 and as a result,
as McNeill states, ‘the world was united into a single interacting whole as never before’.35

Therefore the cultural, political and social impacts on those colonized, especially when
colonized by a common imperial power, would have had a bearing on the modes of
resistance and what they sought to focus on. But to return to the initial argument regard-
ing the significance of Islam in the connectivity between the Muslim Brotherhood and
Jamati Islam, it was the perceived suppression and erasure of Islam that was a
common factor in the colonial experience, producing a resistance in both Egypt and
the India that centred and sought to preserve faith and Islamic traditions as a powerful
form of anti-colonial power. This reiterates the way I am conceptualizing ‘Spiritual hin-
terland’ in this article, to foreground a notion of the Sacred that was evacuated as a result
of the violence of colonialism and embraced and inhabited by the likes of Al-Banna and
Mawdudi. Their rich engagement with the Islamic tradition reveals a form of solidarity
and connectivity that cannot be reduced to nationalism, territorialism, or other colonial
impositions; however, at the same time, the discourse of Al-Banna and Maududi reveal
that Islam is a living tradition and their conception and engagement with it took place
within particular contexts that were shaped by coloniality, but were not reducible to it.36

Even so, while there were clear overlaps and synergies produced by these common
experiences, there were also important divergences in the emphases of their ideas
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which were reflective of the differences in their colonial contexts. Exploring some of these
divergences illuminate the ways in which anti-colonial connectivity does not equal same-
ness, but must always factor in the particularity of local conditions. So, for example,
Mawdudi was far more antagonistic towards nationalism as a colonial, ‘atheistic’ ideology
than Al-Banna. In part this can be attributed to differences in colonial experience. In
India, Mawdudi saw nationalism as having contributed to partition - which he had
opposed - and a devastating loss of life, heightening the fissures between the different reli-
gions and furthering ongoing inter communal suspicion. Furthermore, the multiplicity
of languages attached to the nationalist movements as key features of difference was a
more divisive factor in the Asian subcontinent, whereas, in contrast, common language
across the Arab Middle East was successfully exploited by nationalist groups as a unifying
factor for Arabs. Al-Banna thus had to compete with secular nationalist groups for claims
to Arab unity, whereas Mawdudi sought to distance his organization from the divisive-
ness of nationalism in India. What this tells us is that the responses of Al-Banna and
Mawdudi to the common factor of colonialism were mediated by domestic conditions
and agents, in particular rival and competing domestic political movements. The
relationships (or rather antagonisms) between the Islamicate movements and local pol-
itical rivals had just as much bearing on their development and their anti-colonial con-
nectivity as did their shared antagonism with the colonial metropole. This helps to
disrupt the recentering of the metropole, as seems to be the case in Aydin’s approach,
and retains focus on political dynamics and relationships between and within the periph-
eries – a subplot in a sense that often, for the movements themselves, became the main
story.

Thus the changing relationships with rival groups also meant that the Brotherhood’s
and Jamat’s connectivity in terms of tactics changed and shifted according to the period
of time and personnel. For example, Mawdudi explicitly called for revolution whereas Al-
Banna was reticent about it and spoke of evolution and gradualism instead. In that sense
Mawdudi’s articulated views of revolution as well as the ‘west’ had greater similarities
with the views of Sayyid Qutb who was to emerge as a prominent figure after the
death of Al-Banna; indeed there were overall more parallels between Mawdudi and
Qutb, than between Qutb and Al-Banna. Al-Banna and Qutb overlapped in their argu-
ments that the Muslim world was in decline, that this had enabled colonizers to gain a
foothold, and that it thus needed a native revival. However, despite the fact both Al-
Banna and Qutb were in the Muslim Brotherhood (though not at the same time since
Qutb joined the movement after Al-Banna’s death), it is between Mawdudi and Qutb
that we see a common refutation of the thesis that the west was rising and hence
Islam needed defending – instead, both argued that the west was also in decay, that colo-
nialism was the west’s backlash, but that it would not last long.37

Very interestingly, Mawdudi’s work reflected the impact of marxism as a powerful
anti-colonial ideology in the region, as did Qutb’s, whereas Al-Banna’s work hardly
speaks of it. For both Mawdudi and Qutb, marxism seems to have had a dual purpose:
on the one hand it helped to provide a framework of critique against the west and
(though they did not admit it) deepened Muslim anti-colonialists’ epistemology for criti-
quing oppressive economic structures and weaknesses of liberalism. Thanks to marxist
(including Arab marxist) critiques of the west, Al-Banna, but especially Mawdudi and
Qutb, were under less pressure to demonstrate Islam’s compatibility with the west and
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liberalism, since a marxist-Islamic consensus had emerged that the west was supposed to
be in decline. At the same time, and conversely, marxism appears in Mawdudi’s writings
to be viewed as an especially prominent antagonist of Islam.38 His (and Qutb’s39) fierce
attacks on marxism are to some extent a reflection of its rise and potency in both the
Middle East and the Asian subcontinent in this period.

Given these parallels in historical context and personal situations, to what extent was
there any sharing of ideas through each other’s writings? On this front it would seem that
Mawdudi was an important conduit of ideas between the two movements. A voracious
reader, learned in multiple languages, and with fluency in Arabic, Mawdudi was not
only conscious of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt (this is a given) but we can
assume he was closely following the work of Al-Banna and the writings of the Brother-
hood. This is in contrast to Al-Banna who could not read Urdu or Hindi, in which most
of Mawdudi’s writings appeared at first. This, and his knowledge of Arab intellectual
thought, suggests Mawdudi was influenced by the same Arab thinkers that influenced
Al-Banna – chiefly Jamal al Afghani and Muhammad Abduh. At first glance, this fits
the usual presumption in Muslim communities and among Middle East historians that
any knowledge exchange occurred from the Arab world towards the Asian subcontinent.
This assumption corroborates mainstream notions of the Arab world as the centre of
Islam, and the Middle East as the presumed intellectual hub for Muslims given the
regional location of the caliphate before its dissolution. Relatedly, when we think
about connectivity, experts of Islam and the Middle East, and often Muslims themselves
tend to assume it is a question of how other parts of the Muslim world tap into the
Middle East as the epicentre of Islamic teaching. Do such assumptions about knowledge
transfer stand, or do they need to be challenged? We need to bear in mind that this
‘Islamic core’ shifted over time, to Africa, to Persia, to Central Asia, to the subcontinent.
Thus we should not only ask how far other movements across the globe tapped into the
knowledge and praxis from the Middle East, but equally so, how much did Arab Islamic
movements tap into the knowledge and anti-colonial repertoires of other Muslim
geographies.

Only a handful of historians have pointed out that both Al-Banna and Sayyid Qutb must
have and did read Mawdudi’s works translated into Arabic.40 To corroborate this point, I
would point out that Al-Banna’s idea of totality, shumuliyya, is first articulated in 1935–
1938, while Mawdudi had already written extensively on this by 1932. Hartung similarly
recognizes Mawdudi as the first prominent Islamic thinker articulating a totalist vision.41

As for Qutb, the parallels are even more obvious, as mentioned above. Qutb seems to
have directly followed in Mawdudi’s footsteps in producing his own exegesis of the
Qur’an, Fi Zilal Al-Quran (’In the Shade of the Qur’an’ written between 1952–1965 while
in prison), filled with explicit and implicit applications to and analogies from the contem-
porary Egyptian and global political context - a homage to arguably Mawdudi’s most
famous work, Tafheemul Qur’an (’Towards an Understanding of the Qur’an’, first published
in 1942), a six-volume Urdu translation and commentary on the Qur’an that spanned sub-
jects of economics, sociology, history, and politics. Indeed, there was a lot more Arab learn-
ing from South Asian Muslim, anti-colonial ideas in the early twentieth century than tends
to be acknowledged in contemporary, especially intra-Muslim, discourse.

Additionally, there is a tendency to inquire about the forerunners of Al-Banna’s ideas,
such as Muhammad Abduh and Jamal Afghani, placing Al-Banna within a genealogy of
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Muslim intellectual thought. However, there are fewer such inquiries regarding Mawdu-
di’s intellectual forerunners, with historians of Islamic political thought often resting on
his access to Arab thinkers. However, Sheikh Jameel Ali in his book sheds a slight on
Mawdudi’s influences from within the Indian subcontinent.42 Ali identifies significant
scholars in South Asia who also would have shaped Mawdudi’s thought, expanding
the history and source of Islamicate thought that went beyond the Arab Middle East.
Thinkers such as Sheikh Abdul Haqq Muhaddith of Delhi, Ahmad Sirhind, Shah Wali-
lullah, Shah Abdul Aziz, Sayyid Ahmed Shaheed, Shah Ismail Shaheed were all notable
influences on Mawdudi but are often omitted from genealogies of ‘Islamist’ thought.
Jameel Ali argues these thinkers were the ones to ‘rekindle the flame’ of Islamic anti-colo-
nial ideas for Mawdudi and the region, and start the process of ijtihad. In turn, these
scholars did draw some of their own anti-colonial Islamicate thought from the likes of
Ghazali and Ibn Taymiyyah.43 Thus, the flow of ideas between the regions and move-
ments was by no means linear, was multi-directional, and borrowed from each other.

Decentring British imperialism: alternative sites and conduits of evolving
anti-colonial connectivity

Another way in which sideways connectivity can be explored, is to de-centre the primary
and most-scrutinized imperial actor, Britain, while retaining a focus on the impact of
other colonialisms that affected the Islamicate. While there is no doubt western imperi-
alism had the most direct impact on Egypt and India, the way in which Soviet imperial-
ism also shaped the Islamicate as a whole deserves far greater scrutiny than it is currently
afforded. Thus, by the time Mawdudi and Al-Banna were formulating their ideas a sig-
nificant historical, geographical interlocutor between the subcontinent and the Arab
world was effectively removed from the process of incubation, reformulation and trans-
ferral of religious and political ideas and practice between the two regions. Historically
Central Asia provided a site where a melding of influences took place between the
Middle East and South Asia; for example a lot of the intellectual work of the late med-
iaeval and early modern period attributed to the Arab world was in fact carried out by
Central Asians (or Persians) who were erroneously identified as Arab by the west.
Thus medieval and early modern scholars and artists from what is now Uzbekistan, Kaza-
khastan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan were carriers of knowledge that was shared from
and by either sides of the region. Notably the subcontinent and Persia play a major role in
contributing to and sharing those ideas via educational and dynastic connections and
indeed slavery (it was common for Persian, Central Asian sultans to employ Indian ser-
vants in the royal court). This context is relevant because while British imperialism
strengthened anti-colonial connectivity between Egypt and South Asia, Soviet imperial-
ism fundamentally changed and curtailed their historical intellectual and political bridge
in Central Asia. With the encroachment of the Soviet Union into Central Asia since the
1920s, it implemented a policy of erasure of religious tradition, practice and beliefs that
strained any form of religious knowledge production and with that religious anti-coloni-
alism. Mosques and ancient madrassas were turned into stables, barracks, or left derelict,
and public religiosity was banned. Having considered the role of colonialism in facilitat-
ing and fostering anti-colonial connectivity, it is therefore also worth noting that it had a
significant capacity to subvert and suppress that connectivity as well. Moreover, this
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serves as a reminder that there was not only one empire that Islamicate movements
found themselves in contention with, and which impacted their connectivity.

Recollecting the oft forgotten role of the Soviet Union in Muslim political thought and
history returns us to the importance of marxism and socialism in the connectivity
between the Muslim Brotherhood and Jamati Islam. I make this point with an acknowl-
edgment that the Soviet Union was neither seen as the vanguard or teacher of socialist or
marxist ideas by many leftists the in mid-twentieth century Arab world; indeed local
Communist parties who did give their allegiance to the Communist party in the Soviet
Union often had small followings in comparison to their Arab nationalist, socialist
counterparts. But even so, the presence of a leftist global hegemon with military and pol-
itical presence especially in the Middle East, gave impetus to leftist ideologies in the
region. With the absence of the physical, territorial space that Central Asia could have
provided as a conduit of Islamicate ideas, the shared ideational sphere became even
more important. As a result, we ought to consider not just Islamicate connectivity but
also the connectivity between socialist, marxist, and Islamic anti-colonial thought. This
demonstrates the extent to which anti-colonial connectivity can cross the so-called, argu-
ably false, religious-secular binary. It also demonstrates the extent to which there can be,
and has been, learning between these groups, despite their apparent animosity, a point
that also does not receive enough attention. The competition for the anti-colonial,
anti-western ideological terrain between Islamic and socialist-nationalist movements
in both Egypt and India brought the Muslim Brotherhood and Jamati Islam even
closer together in their solidarity.

But we should not read the relationship between the ideologies and movements
merely as thus, where marxism was only perceived as the enemy of Islam and vice
versa. The often antagonistic relationship in shared political spaces
nevertheless supplied useful ideas and frameworks and debating points for both
sides.44 Learning between marxists and Islamic thinkers is sometimes recognized in
the biographies of certain notable individuals, such as Iran’s Ruhollah Khomeini who
is known to have read and developed some of his own ideas from marxists works. But
one rarely comes across the argument that the learning ever occurred the other way
round; there appears to be an inherent assumption that it cannot be the other way
round, and one should ask why that would be. Indeed, it would be remarkable, unlikely
in fact, if there was not a mutual exchange of ideas, however much both ideological move-
ments might have denied or obscured it. Addressing this lacuna, Gerges (one of the few
scholars to do so) explores the extent to which Gamal Abdel Nasser was influenced by the
anti-colonial spirit and arguments expounded by the Muslim Brotherhood in the 1930s
and 40s, suggesting he either affiliated or even took up membership in the Brotherhood –
this explains the Muslim Brotherhood’s early support for Nasser and the Free Officer
movement.45 There is even less work to excavate the cross-intellectual influence
between Mawdudi and socialist movements in India. As mentioned above, Mawdudi
appears to have strengthened his arguments regarding western decay (in contrast to
earlier Islamist thinkers who were convinced of the rise of the West) and his explorations
of Islamic economics as an alternative to western capitalist imperialism, via his readings
of marxist and socialist thought.46 But what do we know of the ways socialist and marxist
anti-colonial groups borrowed from Mawdudi, Jamati-Islam, and its forerunner, the
Indian Khilafat movement? What this discussion demonstrates is that we should not
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only consider the ‘sideways connectivity’ of anti-colonial solidarities but also the ways in
which sideways connectivity is also constituted by anti-colonial rivalry, which acts as an
ideational site of mutual awareness, identity-building, and theoretical development.

If the above constituted a non-physical site of ideational connectivity, then a conven-
ing of diasporas in the British colonial metropole offers the opposite example of embo-
died connectivity that confirmed and gave new life to the solidarity between the two
movements. While this does mean a geographical return to the colonizer in our study
of anti-colonial connectivity, we retain the ethos of an analytical de-centering of the colo-
nizer by focusing on the diasporas from Egypt and the Indian subcontinent, and their
activism and dialogue from the bottom-up. Studying the changing legacy of these two
movements, initially from different parts of the British empire but then converging in
the metropole, offers opportunities to observe ways in which existing connectivity may
increase or alter when those anti-colonial movements encounter each other. To under-
stand Britain as a site of evolved anti-colonial connectivity, one needs to consider the
dynamism of Britain’s post-war reconstruction and history of immigration. Notable stu-
dents of Mawdudi, such as Khurshid Ahmed, Khurram Murad, and AKM Abdus Salam
who came to study or work in the UK, contributed to an evolution of the concept of a
western Islamic movement which combined facets of the anti-colonialism relevant to
their homelands, with a broader remit of a pursuit of justice and survival for immigrant
Muslim communities in the UK, especially in the face of racism and discrimination.47

Founding Muslim organizations in the UK such as the Federation of Islamic Student
Societies, UK Islamic Mission, Da’watul Islam, and the Muslim Student Society, that
diverged from the quietist interpretations of Islam, these young, often student
Muslims arriving in the UK in the late 50s, 60s and 70s spearheaded a more politicized
expression of Muslim identity. Combining their close links to Muslim communities in
the former colonies with theirt increasingly settled status in the UK, their writings and
activism reflected a wide remit of concerns – international and domestic, from social
justice to foreign policy – all brought together under the concept of tajdeed. Student
newsletters produced by the Federation of Student Islamic Societies (FOSIS) and
leaflets and magazines by other Muslim community organisations in the UK show an
engagement with Nasserist thought, the legacies of Al-Banna, Qutb, and Mawdudi,
and a grappling with contemporary questions of social welfare, inequality, capitalism,
nationalism and racism, through the lens of Islam, and always considering the impli-
cations these issues had for individual and collective spirituality. Epitomising the evol-
ution and expansion of Islamicate connectivity and solidarity, facilitated no less by its
coalescence in the imperial metropole, FOSIS hosted Malcolm X for a speaker tour
across UK campuses in December 1964, bridging the legacy of Muslim anti-colonialism
in Egypt and South Asia with the civil rights movement in the U.S.48

Once again, it is clear we cannot take Britain, the colonizing antagonist, out of our
understanding of this anti-colonial connectivity, but even though it is integral it was
not always the primary subject of debate. It acted as a territorial hub to bring these
various ideas and thinkers and imaginaries together in the same space far away from
their indigenous bases of resistance, while the intellectual parameters of
discourse went far beyond it. In another way, the embodied encounters in the metropole
facilitated greater connectivity between the inheritors of the Egyptian (but now more
broadly Arab) and South Asian Islamicate movements through an English lingua
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franca. While language had not posed a barrier to cross-movement learning for Mawdudi
and the South Asian movement in the mid-twentieth century, it had seemed to obstruct
greater learning the other way round, with Arab communities far less likely to (seek to)
understand Hindi, Urdu or Bengali. The shared medium of English within the metropole
helped to circumvent the barriers that hegemony of Arabic posed between the connec-
tivity between the colonial peripheries.49 The consolidation of this connectivity was
reflected by the alteration in terminology where the Islamicate diaspora often self-
described neither as ‘Jamati’ or ‘Ikhwani’, but simply by the broad expression of
‘Islamic Movement’, especially between the 1980s and 1990s, indicative of their
shared willingness to combine politics and justice with Islam. Recognizing the shared
Islamic traditions and beliefs of these particular anti-colonial movements enables us to
incorporate less recognized forms of resistance to coloniality within our anti-colonial
archives. Their activism was (initially) less likely to be expressed on the streets or
through engagement with formal institutions, and more likely to flourish within the rela-
tively hidden or unmonitored spaces within mosques and halaqahs or ‘study circles’
within people’s homes – not dissimilar to the methods adopted by their forerunners in
Egypt and South Asia where Islamicate movements operated primarily in grassroots set-
tings due to state repression.

Up to this point, I have considered the primary facilitators of connectivity between key
Islamicate thinkers, Al-Banna, Mawdudi (and to a lesser extent Qutb), and their move-
ments: their shared interpretation of their faith, historical networks and routes of pil-
grimage, education and trade, timing, and language, rival anti-colonial ideologies such
as marxism, and the British empire itself. I have also highlighted the way in which colo-
nial repression, and the removal of historical interlocutors shape the trajectory of that
connectivity as well. But while the arrival of diasporas in the metropole significantly con-
tributed to a realization of the imaginary of an Islamicate solidarity, it is necessary to bear
in mind that obstacles to greater connectivity and solidarity continued to exist, were
heightened even, in the diasporic encounter. Varied access to economic privileges, edu-
cation, socio-economic factors – or in other words, class, and sometimes constructions of
race that produced hierarchies between Arab and South Asian communities, had an
impact on which ideas, issues, and voices were given more weight. To some extent
such hierarchies also arose from perceptions (even if misinformed) of who had greater
access to the meaning of religious scriptures, ascribing greater authority to those who
spoke Arabic from Arab diasporas (even if they might have had less experience of the
local context due to later migration) compared to those who could not.50 Moreover,
despite claims to unity and anti-racism, other diasporas within the Muslim community,
often those of African or Caribbean descent, were not sufficiently represented in these
particular revivalist movements in the UK. The new proximity between these postcolo-
nial communities places sharp focus on the fact that the dynamics of connectivity do not
always, or continue to, operate ‘sideways’ (that is, in a horizontal manner), in which the
terrain for intellectual and activist exchange is flat; rather this connectivity can morph
into vertical relationships. Racial and class hierarchies on a global level, and perceived
proximities to, or distance from, whiteness among diasporas, have the power to seep
into the process of legitimation.51 Such global patterns of race and class, intermingled
with the politics within diaspora communities, can affect whose voices are heard, and
who is bestowed leadership and power, even under the banner of tajdeed, anti-racism,
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and anti-colonialism. As such, the archives of anti-colonial connectivity, and in this case
the history of Islamicate movements in the global South and in the West, should encom-
pass not just the solidarities but also the messiness and fractures that necessarily emerge
in any movement for justice.

Conclusion: the role of the Islamicate in anti-colonial history

When considering anti-colonial solidarities or connectivity, it is necessary to recognize
the multifaceted ways in which that connectivity occurs. When anti-colonial movements
were able to gain sufficient power to control state and foreign policy (such as with the
Free Officer movement under Nasser in Egypt, or the Ba’th party in Syria), they were
able to manifest their solidarity through diplomacy, public statements, even military
aid. In the process of anti-colonial archiving, there is increased attention given to the
importance of anti-colonial solidarity between newly independent states across the
Global South, through bilateral relations or in significant collective settings such as the
Bandung conference. But what kind of connectivity is possible when anti-colonial move-
ments do not succeed in positions of government, and continue to face barriers to
resources and mobility imposed by the colonizing power, or are later muscled out by
rival anti-colonial forces? Such was the experience of Islamicate movements which,
though ideologically unconventional in the contemporary anti-colonial imaginary,
nevertheless played an important part in early galvanization of their local communities
and in providing traditional and religious legitimation to the broader anti-colonial move-
ment. This article focused on the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and the Jamati Islam in
India, with particular scrutiny of the synergy of ideas between Hasan Al-Banna and
Sayyid Abul Ala Mawdudi,52 to demonstrate the ways in which, even in the absence of
territorial or embodied encounters or direct communication, anti-colonial groups can
cultivate transnational intellectual inspiration and validation. Such intellectual and idea-
tional connectivity, fostered through a cognisance of simultaneous and sympathetic
struggles in other parts of the world, can travel through rival ideologies and movements
(such as marxism and socialism in this case); or may meet in the colonial metropole, in
this case Britain, to concretize that solidarity and expand the connectivity to reach new
terrains and movements, as seen through the connections developed between Islamicate
movements in Britain and Muslim civil rights campaigners in the U.S. Finally, without
diminishing the importance and successes of such connectivities, it is always worth
remembering the insidious potential for global structural hierarchies and inequalities –
of race and class – to infiltrate, disrupt and fragment those solidarities, emphasising
the importance of constant introspection and reflexivity among anti-colonial
movements.
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